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Abstract
The Metabolic Syndrome is a complicated condition in which several aspects of normal

metabolism are affected. it was found that bariatric surgery especially gastric bypass, biliopancertic
diversion, vertical band gastroplasty   is associated with significant effects on the metabolic
aspect of the syndrome specially diabetes. clinical trials including patients with BMI from
30-35 (non obese patients) found that components metabolic syndrome markedly improve with
surgical treatment, especially diabetes.

Conclusion: The future studies hopes that bariatric surgical procedures will be final solution
for metabolic syndrome for both obese and non obese patient.
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Summary:
The Metabolic Syndrome is a complicated

condition in which several aspects of normal
metabolism are affected.1

Recently  metabolic syndrome is defined
by International Diabetic Federation as: Central
obesity (measured mainly by waist
circumference), together with increase in fasting
blood glucose level plus hypertension or
hypertriglyceraldemia.2

Etiology of metabolic syndrome is
multifactorial in which abnormality in adipose
tissue metabolism is considered as a cornerstone
in it’s pathophysiology. There is increase level
of non-esterified fatty acid in adipose tissue,
which increase insulin resistance in the muscles
and liver. It also secrets various types of
adipokinies which also increase insulin
resistance and acts as proinflammtory mediator
with enhances3 atherosclerosis. Inherited
genetic and environmental factors also play a
role.

Previously the management of metabolic
syndrome considered to be mainly medical
through changing life style (exercise, stopping
smoking, decrease fatty diet) and through
treatment of complications (diabetes,
hyper tens ion  and  hyper l ip idmia) . 4

Recently it was found that bariatric surgery
is associated with significant effects on the
metabolic aspect of the syndrome specially
diabetes.5

Several bariatric surgical procedures have
been introduced including restrictive,
malabsorptive and combined techniques.

Malabsorptive bariatric surgery includes
biliopancertic diversion which is done with or
without duodenal switch. In BPD, the small
bowel is divided to create a 200 cm long
alimentary limb (from the stomach), with the

bile and pancreatic juices passing through the
remaining small bowel. The two limbs are
connected to form a 50-cm long common limb
of small intestine proximal to the ileocecal
valve this acts by exclusion of the duodenum
and jejnum which prevents full absorption of
nutrients.6

Restrictive bariatric surgery as gastric
banding by places a constricting ring around
the stomach, below the gastro-oesphageal
junction. The bands incorporate an inflatable
balloon which can adjust the size of the ring,
to regulate food intake and vertical band
gastroplasty act mainly by decreasing gastric
capacity to limit  diet intake.7

Combined bariatric surgery as gastric bypass
in this procedure, the stomach is divided into
a small proximal gastric pouch and the
remaining main stomach is bypassed ,The
small pouch is connected to the small bowel
by a jejunal segment, a Roux limb acts by both
mechanisms decreasing gastric capacity and
excluding the duodenum which decreases
nutrient absorption.8

Recently randomized clinical trials including
patients with BMI from 30 – 35 (non obese
patients) found that components metabolic
syndrome markedly improve with surgical
treatment, especially diabetes.9

These trails were based on:
1- Duodenal exclusion which decreases

nutrient absorption (Done by Rubino).10

2- Neuroendocrine bases surgery (Digestive
Adaption with Intestinal Reserve) which
amplified post prandial Neuroendocrine
response through decreasing post prandial
Ghrelin and Resistin hormone by bypassing
the forgut and increasing nutrient delivery to
the hindgut which increase, Peptide YY3 and
Glucagon-like peptide 1 hormone.11
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